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THERMODYNAMIC CALCULATIONS FOR MIXTURES 
OF ENVIRONMENtALLY SAFE REFRIGERANTS 
USING THE LEE-KESLER·PL0CKER EQUATION.OF STATE 
Steven Fischer and Jim Sand 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
ABSTRACT 
The imminent phaseout of R-11, R-12, and R·llS because of their high ozone depletion potentials has prompted many independent investigations of alternative or subst:i t:uee refrigeranes, ei eher as pure compounds or as mixtures of t:wo or more environmentally acceptable fluids. There are several motivations for investigating mixtures. There are very few pure compounds which can be used for refrigerants that are non-eoxic:, non-flammable, and also have very low ozone depleeing pot:eneials (ODP) and greenhouse warming potentials (GWP). Mixeures composed of three or more component:s offer a diseinct: advaneage in ehat: careful selection of the components could permit a flammable refrigerant to be used in a blend that remains non-flammable under all conceivable conditions. Also, component: concentrations in ternary or higher order mixtures can be adjusted to linearize ehe temperature-enthalpy profile of a mixture making it more suitable for applications where secondary fluids are heaeed or cooled through large temperacure glides (i.e., refrigeration and air conditioning). · 
The computer model LKPSIM was constructed from subroutines written by Ulf PlOcker and incorporated into a Lorenz cycle refrigerator/freezer simulation model for binary refrigerant mixtures developed at the University of Hannover. Modifications were made to the Hannover routines eo compute ehermodynamic properties for mixtures of three or more components, the lise of available refrigerants was expanded from 11 co 17 possible choices, and a new correlation was developed for compucing che incer-act:ion coefficients for mixtures of halocarbon refrigerants. Tables of refrigerant molecular weights, critical temperatures and pressures, normal boiling points, acem:ric factors, and coefficiem:s for fits co the ideal gas heae capacity for each refrigerant are buile into a menu-driven data input: routine for ease of use. 
Results of calculaeions of saturated and superheated vapor propereies from the LKPSIM program were compared with experimental data and with computations using the Garnahan-Starling-DeSantis (GSD) equation of state (EOS) for pure refrigeranes and for binary and ternary mixtures of refrigerants. There is excellent agreement between t:he calculations and the published data for pure refrigerancs that are well charac-cerized (e.g., R-12, R-22) with greater discrepancies between LKPSIM and data from other sources for newer compounds (e.g., R-143a, R-124). Calculacions were also performed eo validate ehe program for mixtures. LKPSIM calculations agreed more closely wieh observed saturaeion properties for mixtures of R-143a and R-124 over a range of operacing conditions and mixture compositions t:han did those of the CSD EOS. It: also gave very close agreement wich data from a manufacturer of a ternary blend of refrigerants. · 
The CYCU:-7 program from the National Inst:it:ute of Standards and Technology (NIST) was adapced to use the Ll<P subroutines with mixtures of ehree or more components (McLinden). CYCLE· 7 is a thermodynamic model for a Rankine cycle with couneerflow heat: exchangers using specified pressure drops and log mean at's for ehe condenser and evaporaeor. The modified program (CYCLE-10) was tested against: known sets of daca for pure refrigerants and blends of two and three components and will be used in screening eest:s of blends of fluids with low OOPs and GWPs for applications in heat: pumps and refrigerating equipment. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Environmental concerns have prompted an international effort by private ind~st
ry 
an~ government laboratories to identify new compo~ds that can be ~sed as refrig
erants 
wh1c~ do not pose a threat to stratospheric ozone and would not contribute to glo
bal 
war1nng. The search for new refrigerants has led to extensive investigati
ons of 
pure compounds that could be used in refrigeration systems (McLinden 1987). Work is
 
also being done on combining fluids to form mixtures of two and three compounds (
Bivens, 
1989 and Vineyard, 1989). The tremendous number of combinations of fluid
s that 
could be used in a mixture requires that models he used to screen the altern
atives 
analytically and that only the most promising blends be examined in the labor
atory. 
Equations-of-state (EOS) are used co estimate the enthalpy, entropy, density, a
nd 
specific volume of liquid and vapor ~der saturated, subcooled, and supe
rheated 
conditions. The Carnahan-St:arling-DeSantis (CSD), Benedict-Webb-Rubin (Bt.IR)
, Pang-
Robinson. Lee-Kesler-PlOcker (LKP), and Redlich-Kwong-Soave (RKS) models a
re all 
used for these purposes and each has its advantages and disadvantages (Gerd
smeyer, 
1988). One advantage the I..KP EOS has in the screening of component:s for mixtu
res is 
t.hat: i-c does not require an extensive body of experimental data to g
ive accurate 
results. The I..KP equation of state requires data for the critical temper
ature, 
pressure, and molar volume of each component in the mixture. molecular w
eights, 
normal boiling points, and correlations for ideal gas heat capacities as fu
nctions 
of the absolute temperature (actually the difference between the desired temp
erature 
and a reference temperature). The I..KP EOS also uses an acentric factor fo
r each 
component which can be specified from experimental data or computed from the c
ritical 
properties of that compound. 
The I..KP EOS is a corresponding states model which relates the properties of a fl~id 
eo its critical temperature, pressure. and volume. 1 ts molecular weight, an
d to a 
few other fundamental properties. The CSD and RKS equations of state are bas
ed on a. 
hard sphere theory of molecular structure, and while they give very good resu
lts for 
pure fluids they require experime~ta.l data o~ the interaction of the compoun
ds when 
they are applied to mixtures. This requirement for experimentally determined
 i~ter­
action coefficient:s makes it difficult to estimate thermodynamic properti
es for 
mixtures using some of the newer compo~ds. The LKP method can be used more
 easily 
for new compounds because PlCicker developftd a. computer correlation to supp
ly this 
parameter. 
One of the refinements that Plocker made to the work of Lee and Kesler was 
to. 
correlate the interaction coefficients for a large number of binary systems
 eo the 
critical temperatures and molar volumes of the two componencs (PlOcker, 19
78 and 
Plocker, 1977). Figure 1 shows PlOcker's correlation for the interaction coefficients
 
for hydrocarbon-hydrocarbon mixtures (solid line) and the experimental data poin
ts that 
he used to generate this curve. His correlation works very well in predict
ing the 
ehermodynamic properties of mixtures of halocarbon refrigerants in the abse
nce of 
experimentally determined .interaction coefficients (both the I..KP and CSD mode
ls are 
always more accurate when experimentally determined interaction coefficien
ts are 
available). Consequently computer routines based on the I..KP EOS could be va
luable 
for evaluating mixtures of new compounds in the effort co find environmental
ly safe 
blends of refrigerants for use as alt:ernatives co R·l2 and R-502. 
APPROACH 
A computer program was obtained from M. Kauffeld and H. Kruse of the Universi
cy 
of Hannover. Federal Republic of Germany which used Plocker's subroutines to s
imulate 
the performance of a refrigerator/freezer using the Lorenz cycle with a 
binary 
mixture of refrigerants (Kauffeld 1989) . The subroutines for the thermo
dynamic 
calculations were extracted from this program and modified so they could_be u
sed for 
mixtures with more than two components. 
Further changes were made so the program would be more accurate for ~ixtures.
of 
halocarbon refrigerants. Figure 1 includes data used to develop ehe l.ntera
cuon 
coefficient correlation for a large set of hydrocarbons with high molecular w
eights. 
A subset: of this information was chosen which included only the mixtures of co
mpounds 
that are similar in molecular structure and weight to the halocarbon refrige
ranes. 
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Fig 1. Interaction coefficients for binary mixtures of hydrocarbon-hydrocarbon systems. 
The original code allowed the user to choose from a list of 11 possible refrige-rants (R-11, R-12, R-13, R-13Bl, R-14, R-22, R-23, R·ll3, R-114, R-152a, and R-142b). Properties were added to the sllbro\l.tines for six additional refrigerants (R-32, R-115. R-123. R-124, R-134a, and R•l43a). The LKP s\lbro11tines can be modified to incl11de additional refrigerants by providing: 
the critical temperatllre, pressure, and molar volllme, 
the molec\l.lar weight, 
the normal boiling point (only 11sed to sort the components 
by volatility and to eomp11te an acentric factor for the 
fl11id if one is not specified), and 
a function for the ideal gas heat capacity, Cp 0 . Typically 









H0 (T,Taef) - J Cp 0 (t)dt- a1CT - Taef) + 
Taef 
S0 (T,TRef) • JT(Cp 0 (t)/t)dt 
T 
• a1 ln(TRef) + a2(T - Taef) + 
Taef 
a4 
(T3 - 3 1 1 
4 TRef) - as <:r - Taef> · 
(2) 
a3 
(T2 - tie f) 2 + 
(3) 
These modified subroutines were in~orporated into a program named LKPSIMl which 
provides convenient menu driven input for selecting refrigerants, the type of calcu-
lation to be perfor~ed, a choice of units between SI and English units, and a printer 
setup routine. LKPSIM allows the user to choose between evaluating liquid and vapor 
saturation properties for a single specified temperature or pressure or to generate 
a table of saturation properties for a range of temperatures. Other options permit 
the user to compute the properties of superheated vapor at a single condition, to 
generate tables of superheat data, or to calculate the performance of an ideal vapor 
compression cycle for specified condensing and evaporating temperatures and superheat 
and subcooling conditions. 
RESULTS 
For validation, LKPSIM was used to compute tables of data for pure refrigerants 
and binary and ternary mixtures of refrigerants. Table 1 shows a. comparison between 
the results of the LKP calculations and data published by ASHRAE (1989) for saturated 
R-12 liquid and vapor. Similar results were obtained for R-22. 
Comparisons were also made for azeotropic and nonazeotropic binary mixtures of 
refrigerants. The solid lines in Fig. 2 show the saturated liquid and vapor enthalpies 
for R-502 (an azeotrope of R-22 and R-115) that were computed using LKPSIM and the 
discrete points published by ASHRAE (1989). There is good agreement between these 
sets of data, though not as good as that for R-12 wit differences ranging from -1.39 
to 3.87 kJ/kg for saturated liquid and -9.23 to -11.79 kJjkg for the vapor. Table 2 
presen1:s a comparison of data from LKPSIM and routines using the CSD equa1:ion of 
state for nonazeotropic mixtures of R-143a and R-124. Laboratory tests with these 
blends in a breadboard heat pump system rig were controlled to give wet vapor leaving 
the evaporator (no superheat). When experimentally measured temperatures and pressures 
from the breadboard rig are used with the CSD and LKP rou1:ines to calculate the 
state of the refrigerant leaving the evaporator, the LKP results show lower superheat 
than those computed using the CSD routines. Figure 3 shows the enthalpies of saturated 
liquid and vapor for a blend of R-22, R-152a, and R·l24 where the solid lines again 
represent the data computed using the Lee-Kesler-Pl6cker equation of state and where 
the discrete points show the data provided by one of the refrigerant manufacturers 
(Bivens, 1989). The agreement is actually better for this ternary blend than it is 
for R-502. 
The enthalpy of superheated vapor for a eernary blend are shown in Fig. 4 at 
0.069 MPa and 2.413 MPa and the differences range from -0.6 to +2.8\. This agreement 
is not as close as desired and further work is planned to resolve this discrepancy. 
1 written in Microsoft QuickBasic for use on IBM PC compatible computers. 
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EN'U!A.Lpy OF LIQUID 
LKP ASHRAE DEVIATION 
~ ~ (kJ/kgl 
128.85 129.59 0.74 
145.95 146.58 0.63 
163.53 163.86 0.33 
181.54 181.61 0,07 
200.00 200.00 0.00 
219.00 219.18 0.18 
238.73 239.29 0.56 
259.51 260.58 1.07 
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ENIHALPX OF VAPOR 
.LKP . ASHRAE DEVIATION 
~ ~ i!slikU 
536.46 537,07 0.61 
545.89 546,40 0.51 
555.33 555.77 0.44 
564.58 565.01 0.43 
573.40 573,91 0.51 
581.52 582.21 0.69 
588.58 589.49 0.91 
593,32 595.02 1.70 
596.07 597.20 1.13 
20 40 60 eo 
TEMPERATURE ('C) 
Fig. 2. Enthalpy of sacurared R-502 computed using LKP equation of srare (solid lines) and dara published by ASHRAE (discrete points). 
TABLE 2. CALCUlATED SUPE:RHEATS USING LKP AND CSD MODELS AT LABOaATORY CONDITIONS 
EVAPORATOR 
TEMPER· S!.!U!lli~I TEST FaACTION FaACTION PRESSURE ATURE LKP CSD J'l].!lill;B R-l4~a 1!.·124 !k~il ~ ,.Cl ("Cl 1. 0.33 0.67 353 12.0 1.8 3.0 2. 0.33 0.67 381 14.7 2.2 3.3 3. 0.64 0.36 543 13.4 2.2 3.4 4. 0.64 0.36 559 14.4 2.2 3.5 
5. 0.64 0.36 596 17.9 3.7 4. 9 
6. 0. 77 0.23 599 11.8 2.8 3.9 7. 0. 77 0.23 639 14.0 2.9 3.9 8. 0. 77 0.23 656 16.9 5.1 6.1 9. 0. 77 0.23 682 16.1 2.9 3.8 
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CYCLE ANALYSES 
The LKP sub:cm,u;;ines have been developed 1;0 provide tools for evaluating refrigerant: 
mix1::ures and identifying ehe acceptable blends which promise to perform best. in 
refrigerating equipment:. Although the thermodynamic properties calculated with 
LKPSIM can be used eo compute theoretical cycole efficiencies, the mos1:: useful analy1::ical 
results would take into account some of the non·ideal conditions in real equipment. 
This is particularly imporean1:: for comparing mixtures of refrigerants. CYCLE· 7 
(McLinden, 1985) is a system simulation model developed at: the Naeional lnscit:ut:e of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) which incorporaees heat exchanger pressure drops and 
uses an LMTD meehod for heat exchanger loading. A copy of ehe source code for CYC~-
7 for binary mixtures was obtained from NISI and modified to use the LKP subroutines 
for ternary and higher order mixtures. 
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fig. 3. Comparison of liquid and vapor enthalpies for a mixture of R-22, R-152a, and 
R-124. 
-100 -50 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 
TEMPERATURE ('C) 
Fig. 4. Comparison of enthalpy of superheated vapor computed using the LKP EOS (solid 
lines) and data from the manufacturer for a mixture of R-22, R-152a, and R-124. 
The modified code CYCLE-10 is written for use on IBM PC' s and PC·compatib_le 
computers and includes' an intera~tive subroutine for data input. The user is required 
co specify: 
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1. the number of components in the mixture (maximum of 4), 
2. each component by name (cursor keys are used co select from the list: of 
available refrigerants), 
3. the mass fraction of each component in the mixture, 
4. the log mean temperature difference (LMTO) for each heat exchanger, 
5. the pressure drop in each heat exchanger, 
6. the compressor isentropic efficiency, and 
7. the secondary fluid temperatures entering and leaving each heat exchanger. 
Default values are built into the program for each of these parameters so they do not all have co be specified, and values are •sticky" in the sense t:hat the numbers entered by the user cont:inue co be used from one set of calculations eo the nexe uncil they are changed. The it:erative loops in the program can be somewhat eime consuming so intermediate results are displayed on the screen so the user can monitor the progress of the calculations. 
The printed oucput from a typical run of CYCLE·lO is shown in Fig. 5 for a ternary blend of refrigerants under eypical condicions for a refrigerator/freezer. This listing gives a complete summary of the input data and the calculated refrigerant: capacities, temperature glides, COPs, compressor discharge temperature, discharge superheat, and pressure ratio. A table of the thermodynamic properties and refrigerant composition at each of five state points in the cycle is printed at the bottom of the output. 
FUTURE llORK 
Slight modifications will be made to the model to simulate the operating features of a commercial refrigeration system and the revised CYCLE-10 program will be used to screen a broad list of refrigerant mixtures to identify blends which have the potential of being environmentally acceptable alternatives to R-502 and R·l2. Refrigerants chat are likely candidates as components of mixtures in these analyses are R·32, R·l24, R-125, R·l34, R·l52a, R·l34a, and R·l43a. CYCLE·lO will be run exhaustively for combinations of these compounds in binary and ternary blends and the results will be examined for high COP and acceptable discharge temperatures, pressure raeios, and volumetric capacity (data on flammability and "composite" ODP and GllP will be used in evaluating the results from the cycle model). 
Preliminary work has been done on this screening analysis and the calculated COPs for ternary blends of R·22, R·l52a, and R·l24 are shown in Fig. 6. The percentage (mass fraction) of each compound in t:he mix=e is varied from 0% to lOO'l in 10% incremencs. The top of each column is labeled with the concentration of R·l52a, each row is labeled on t:he right with the percentage of R·22 in the mixture, and each diagonal is labeled on the left: with the fraction of R·124. Thus a refrigeration cycle using pure R·152a would have a COP of 1.35 (top right: corner) for the conditions summarized at: the bottom of this figure, pure R·22 a COP of 1.40 (boctom square), and pure R-124 a COP of 1.15 (top left). Each column shows a constant percentage of R·l52a, so the COP of solutions with 50\ R·152a would increase from 1.292 to 1.394 as the percentage of R·22 is increased from O'io eo SO'io (and R·l24 decreases from 50% to 0%). Likewise each row represents a fixed percentage of R·22 and each diagonal a fixed percentage of R·l24. Figure 6 also contains shaded areas that indicate the mixcure compositions chat are flammable and compositions that have excessive discharge temperatures (theoretical discharge temperatures above 118"C). Thus the maximum COP for non-flammable mixtures wieh "acceptable" discharge temperatures is about 1. 35 
with a composition around 40% R·l24, 35% R·22, and 2Si R·l52a (depending on how close the composition can be to the flammable region, variations of isentropic efficiency with pressure rat:io, etc.). 
These screening analyses are just beginning and it: is too early to draw any 
conclusions from results obeained thus far. However, we expect that U<PSIM and 
CYCLE-10 will be valuable and convenient cools chat can reduce ehe amount of future laboratory effort in the screening and selection of alternative refrigerant: blends. 
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I!A$$ MOLE 
REFR!~EUNTS: !.!!W.I!! FIU.CTIClO 
, • •·22 40.~ ""'38.1'f' 
2. R·124 20.~ 12.17; 
3. R·152a 40.~ 49,97; 
INPUf DATA ~ !XIIIDENSER 
Sec~ry F~uid T~r•turos: 
f nta hee"t u.ch.,ger 34.7 c ·17.1 c 
out of he•t e-.chan;er 31.9 c •22.1 c 
L.og Mean fltllpll'rUure Differ-..-.:• 10.0 c 12.0 c 
Pressure Drop 13.7 kl'l 13.7 Jell• 
Is~:ntropic C~l"~ao.- Efficienc:y 55.~ 
C:ALC:ULAfED RESULTS !lf8Jg§!!!TJQN HEATING 
COP 1.369 2.369 
l.lork l~t 120.8 k~/kg 120.8 kJ/ko 
Refrlgeront copaoitv 165.4 k~/kg 286.1 kJ/kg 
Vol..,..tri~ C.p8chy 621 .5 k~Jnr3 1,075.4 kJ/11"3 
T~r•tur• Glide ·1.24 c 2.72 c 
cao!PRESSOR: 
o 1 scharge S~rhut so.8 c 
O'ischarg• T~r•ture 120.7 c 
Pressure Ratio 11.6 
T~f"·'tUN PrniiUra Enth•LPY Vol- Entr-opy .. .,.,. Mass f"ractjon 
SUte f!oiQS ~ ;2 lkP!l U~£~&2 ~m""Jlk!iU '~~lts '~ DwtlUl!! l.ia!!!ii ~.~,. 
1, compressor- tnlet ·30.6 89.1 273.na 0.266 1.23250 1.000 0.234 0.400 R·22 
0.322 0.200 R·124 
0.444 0.400 1•152• 
2. c...,resaor Diochorgo 120.7 1,028.7 394.542 0.036 1.38054 1.408 0.400 R•22 
0,200 R·124 
0.400 R·152a 
3. Condetaser Slturat ion 39.9 1,024.7 311.845 0.025 1.14635 1.000 0.295 0.400 R•22 
0.272 0.200 R•124 
0.430 0.400 R·152a 
4, COftdeMer Out Let 37.2 1,015.0 108.404 0.001 0.39620 0.000 0.400 0.514 R·22 
0.200 o. 138 R·124 
0.400 0.348 R·152o 
5. Evaporator Inlet ·29.4 102.5 105.404 o.oas 0.480611 0.360 0.333 0.519 R·22 
0.237 0.135 R·124 
0.430 0.346 · R .. 15Za 
F!.g. 5. Sample output from CYCLE-10 for a ternary blen4 of refrigerants. 
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REFRIGERATOR OPERATING CONDmONS: 
• SECONDARY FLUID TEMPERAT\JRES ("C) 
ENTERING CONDENSER 31 .II 
LEAVING CONDENSER 35.11 
ENTERING EVAPORATOR -17.5 
LEAVING EVAPORATOR -22.5 
• LOG MEAN TEMPERATURE 
DIFFERENCE 
- CONDENSER 12.0 
- EVAPORATOR 10.0 
• PRESSURE DROP 
- CONDENSER 13.7kPa 
- EVAPORATOR 13.7 kPa 
• COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY 55% 
Fig. 6. Refrigerating COPs for ternary mixtures of R-152a, R-22, and R-124. 
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